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Topic Issue Sub Issue Sub ID Sub Point Name Summary

B: I disagree 1 1 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I disagree. We feel there is still plenty of room for day picnicers with the overnight camping as it is.

B: I disagree 2 1 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I disagree

A: I agree 3 1 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 4 1 Hodgkinson, Robyn Lorraine I agree

A: I agree 5 1 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

B: I disagree 7 1 Murray Grainger I disagree

A: I agree 8 1 Marie Barker I agree

A: I agree 10 1 Simon Paget I agree

B: I disagree 11 1 Paul Clarke I disagree

B: I disagree 12 1 Wilson Orange I disagree

B: I disagree 13 1 Stacey Walden I disagree

A: I agree 14 1 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 1 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 1 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 17 1 Gill Saunders I agree

A: I agree 18 1 susan Lean I fully support no freedom camping at ANZAC Bay. My family and friends have started using it again this 

summer. On some days its been impossible to get space to picnic because of cars parked on the grass. The 

whole area needs redesigning once the campervans are banned

A: I agree 19 1 Trish Pascoe I agree

A: I agree 20 1 Rutledge I agree

A: I agree 21 1 Chris Pattison I agree

B: I disagree 22 1 Donald Young I disagree

A: I agree 23 1 Denise Donald and Clive Donald I agree

A: I agree 24 1 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 1 Gerbich I agree

A: I agree 26 1 Thompson I agree

A: I agree 27 1 Gary J Dunning I agree

A: I agree 28 1 Longdill I agree

A: I agree 30 1 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 1 Susan Prater I agree

B: I disagree 32 1 Adam Hutchinson We don't see major issues (based on user submitted feedback) at Anzac Bay, so would like to understand the 

reasoning behind prohibiting this site, and the other sites mentioned here. We see that where a council will 

have a larger number of smaller sites, compared to a smaller number of larger sites, we see less issues so 

moving away from this could lead to either an increase of issues or fewer visitors coming to the region, and for 

that ask what is the reasoning behind each site being prohibited.

A: I agree 33 1 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 1 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 1 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 1 Julian Fitter I agree

B: I disagree 37 1 Georgia Guy-Williams I disagree

A: I agree 38 1 William Trotman We strongly support "ANZAC Bay: Prohibit overnight freedom camping" as we have seen some non-compliant 

behaviour from time to time. This area is rather special and should be kept for families to enjoy and 

sometimes it is hard to find parking in this area on the best summer days.

We agree with all the proposals as we see this as a positive.

A: I agree 41 1 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 1 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

1: ANZAC Bay: Prohibit 

overnight freedom 

camping

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019
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Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

A: I agree 43 1 Maria Horne I agree

A: I agree 44 1 Peter Longdill I agree

B: I disagree 45 1 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 1 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 1 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 1 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 1 Stephen Fowler "I am in full support of the prohibition of freedom camping at Anzac Bay as this reserve is under pressure from 

high public use. 

In my opinion I still fail to see why freedom campers are allowed to park overnight and have access to our best 

reserves and beaches without paying one cent for the privilege."

A: I agree 52 1 Liz Farrell I agree

A: I agree 54 1 William (Bill) Barry I agree

B: I disagree 55 1 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 1 Matthew Farrell I agree

A: I agree 58 1 Stephen and Angela Hull I agree

B: I disagree 59 1 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 1 Roelof Koopman I disagree

B: I disagree 61 1 peter worbpys I disagree

A: I agree 62 1 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 1 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 65 1 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 1 Kylie Brill I agree

B: I disagree 67 1 Jan Fitzldgeral I disagree

B: I disagree 68 1 Linda Lichtwark I disagree

A: I agree 69 1 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 70 1 Jim Cowern I agree

A: I agree 71 1 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 1 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 1 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 3 Janet Woodger I agree

B: I disagree 114 2 Dave Kirk Anzac Bay works well as it is now.

A: I agree 115 5 Andy and Amanda von Biel Support ANZAC Bay removal.

B: I disagree 121 3 Arthyr Mather I disagree - Don't remove Anzac Bay.

B: I disagree 125 4 Madeleine Kirk Anzac Bay works well as it is now. ANZAC bay is way better with the restricted limitation now.

A: I agree 126 4 Robyn Hodgkinson Support removing ANZAC Bay designation.

A: I agree 135 1 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: We fully support the proposed changes for ANZAC Bay in prohibiting freedom camping as the site is 

culturally significant for Tangata Whenua that have whakapapa (genealogical) connections to that peninsula. 

We also acknowledge that ANZAC Bay has become a popular place for families to gather and we support this 

continuing to be the case. Prohibiting freedom camping activity will make the space family friendly again.

A: I agree 136 1 Hay, Keith Robert We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping bylaw as it affects sites at Waihi Beach

A: I agree 137 1 Katikati Waihi Beach Residents 

And Ratepayers Association

We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping as it affects sites in Katikati-Waihi Beach Ward

A: I agree 138 1 Noble, Allan Leigh I agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping Bylaw as it affects sites in Katikati - Waihi Beach 

Ward

1: ANZAC Bay: Prohibit 

overnight freedom

camping
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Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

A: I agree 140 1 Babbage, Peter Charles I am particularly happy with the total banning of freedom camping at ANZAC Bay

B: I disagree 142 1 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

I disagree:

1) What is the issue with the presently allocated area at ANZAC Bay, is it a Day or Night problem? 

2) Is it a problem with residence complaining or the local campground owner? who does not have the capacity 

to take large vehicles. i.e. 6 mtrs or longer.

3) Why are Self-contained vehicles not allowed to park at night as there are no residence overlooking the area 

who can take offence.

4) Are you intending to stop Day time visitors in their Motorhomes from parking, if so, will this not contravene 

The Freedom Camping Act 2011?

[Verbally]: This has been cut down through time, and now proposed to be taken away. This will add a huge 

burden on surrounding area.

B: I disagree 143 1 New Zealand Motor Caravan 

Association Inc

Prohibiting freedom camping at Anzac Bay would be inconsistent with this purpose, particularly considering 

the growth in the private motorhome market amongst baby-boomers and retirees - many of who live in the Bay 

of Plenty region and often freedom camp in their own backyard.

Considering the above matters, we strongly recommend reviewing the proposal to prohibit all freedom 

camping at Anzac Bay.

A: I agree 145 1 Kirk, Dave I agree

B: I disagree 148 1 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

1: ANZAC Bay: Prohibit 

overnight freedom 

camping
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B: I disagree 1 2 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I disagree. Agree with the relocation but reduce by a quarter not a half

A: I agree 2 2 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I agree

A: I agree 3 2 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 4 2 Hodgkinson, Robyn Lorraine I agree

A: I agree 5 2 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 6 1 Judie McEnallay I agree

A: I agree 7 2 Murray Grainger I agree

B: I disagree 9 1 ELIZABETH FOSTER I disagree

A: I agree 10 2 Simon Paget I agree

A: I agree 11 2 Paul Clarke I agree

B: I disagree 12 2 Wilson Orange I disagree

B: I disagree 14 2 Alexis I disagree

A: I agree 15 2 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 2 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 18 2 susan Lean I agree

A: I agree 20 2 Rutledge I agree

A: I agree 21 2 Chris Pattison I agree

A: I agree 23 2 Denise Donald and Clive Donald I agree

A: I agree 24 2 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 2 Gerbich I agree

A: I agree 26 2 Thompson I agree

A: I agree 27 2 Gary J Dunning I agree

A: I agree 30 2 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 2 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 32 2 Adam Hutchinson I agree

A: I agree 33 2 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 2 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 2 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 2 Julian Fitter I agree

B: I disagree 37 2 Georgia Guy-Williams I disagree

A: I agree 38 2 William Trotman I agree

A: I agree 39 1 Marlene Eilers I agree

A: I agree 41 2 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 2 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

B: I disagree 43 2 Maria Horne Council should provide areas to freedom camp.  Pukehina there is no reason to reduce the freedom camping 

car parks.  It is a rural area, the sea and the estuary are areas where kai can be foraged.  Some of our own 

tangata whenua camp use the car parking sites to stay the night.  Good on them, as long as they are cleaning 

up their mess, using the toilets and not dumping any rubbish we support keeping the freedom camping parks 

remaining at 11 parks or increasing.

B: I disagree 45 2 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 2 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 2 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 2 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 2 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 2 Liz Farrell I agree

2: Pukehina Beach (Surf 

Club): Reduce area by 

approximately half, and 

relocate to estuary side of 

the carpark

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019
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Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

B: I disagree 54 2 William (Bill) Barry I disagree

B: I disagree 55 2 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 2 Matthew Farrell I agree

A: I agree 58 2 Stephen and Angela Hull I agree

B: I disagree 59 2 Cameron Tauri I disagree

A: I agree 60 2 Roelof Koopman I agree

A: I agree 62 2 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 2 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 64 1 Esther Kirk I agree

A: I agree 65 2 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 2 Kylie Brill I agree

B: I disagree 67 2 Jan Fitzldgeral I disagree

A: I agree 68 2 Linda Lichtwark I agree

A: I agree 69 2 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 70 2 Jim Cowern I agree

A: I agree 71 2 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 2 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 2 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 4 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 101 1 Evelyn Chapman I agree:

Support change at Dotteral Point.

A: I agree 107 2 Tracy Murray Support change at Dotterel Point.

A: I agree 135 2 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 140 2 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

B: I disagree 142 3 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

I disagree:

1) We agree that the repositioning of this site is good for the wild life, but cannot understand why the reduction 

of parking spaces. Is this a necessity or again are residents complaining.

2) We see no reason why the area can not stay the same as the parking area would not be used at night by 

locals. 

3) If the local Surf club has a function on, then they could be allowed to cone off the area to allow their patrons 

have parking. This could be covered by a special event clause stating that when an event takes place then 

freedom camping is not allowed.

B: I disagree 148 2 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

2: Pukehina Beach (Surf 

Club): Reduce area by 

approximately half, and 

relocate to estuary side of 

the carpark
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A: I agree 1 3 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I agree

B: I disagree 2 3 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I disagree

A: I agree 3 3 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 5 3 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 3 Murray Grainger I agree

A: I agree 10 3 Simon Paget I agree

B: I disagree 11 3 Paul Clarke I disagree

B: I disagree 12 3 Wilson Orange I disagree

A: I agree 14 3 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 3 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 3 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 18 3 susan Lean I agree

B: I disagree 20 3 Rutledge I disagree

A: I agree 24 3 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 3 Gerbich I agree

A: I agree 26 3 Thompson I agree

B: I disagree 27 3 Gary J Dunning I disagree

A: I agree 30 3 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 3 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 33 3 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 3 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 3 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 3 Julian Fitter I agree

A: I agree 38 3 William Trotman I agree

A: I agree 41 3 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 3 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

A: I agree 43 3 Maria Horne I agree

B: I disagree 45 3 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 3 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 3 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 3 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 3 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 3 Liz Farrell I agree

A: I agree 54 3 William (Bill) Barry I agree

B: I disagree 55 3 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 3 Matthew Farrell I agree

B: I disagree 59 3 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 3 Roelof Koopman I disagree

A: I agree 62 3 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 3 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 65 3 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 3 Kylie Brill I agree

A: I agree 68 3 Linda Lichtwark I agree

A: I agree 69 3 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 70 3 Jim Cowern I agree

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

3: Lund Road Reserve: 

Prohibit overnight freedom 

camping
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Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

A: I agree 71 3 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 3 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 3 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 5 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 135 3 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 137 2 Katikati Waihi Beach Residents 

And Ratepayers Association

We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping as it affects sites in Katikati-Waihi Beach Ward

A: I agree 138 2 Noble, Allan Leigh I agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping Bylaw as it affects sites in Katikati - Waihi Beach 

Ward

A: I agree 140 3 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

A: I agree 142 4 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

We agree with this. Provided that it will be reconsidered as stated.

B: I disagree 148 3 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

3: Lund Road Reserve: 

Prohibit overnight freedom 

camping
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B: I disagree 1 4 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I disagree. Parallel parking is impractical for campervans and caravans

A: I agree 2 4 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I agree

A: I agree 3 4 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 5 4 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 4 Murray Grainger I agree

B: I disagree 8 2 Marie Barker I disagree

A: I agree 10 4 Simon Paget I agree

A: I agree 11 4 Paul Clarke I agree

B: I disagree 12 4 Wilson Orange I disagree

A: I agree 14 4 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 4 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 4 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 17 2 Gill Saunders I agree

A: I agree 18 4 susan Lean I agree

A: I agree 19 2 Trish Pascoe I agree

A: I agree 20 4 Rutledge I agree

A: I agree 21 3 Chris Pattison I agree

A: I agree 24 4 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 4 Gerbich I agree

A: I agree 26 4 Thompson I agree

A: I agree 27 4 Gary J Dunning I agree

A: I agree 28 2 Longdill I agree

A: I agree 30 4 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 4 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 32 3 Adam Hutchinson I agree

A: I agree 33 4 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 4 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 4 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 4 Julian Fitter I agree

B: I disagree 37 3 Georgia Guy-Williams I disagree

A: I agree 38 4 William Trotman I agree

A: I agree 41 4 Lesley Blincoe I agree

B: I disagree 42 4 Vivienne Tohiariki I disagree

B: I disagree 43 4 Maria Horne I disagree

A: I agree 44 2 Peter Longdill I agree

B: I disagree 45 4 Bevin Voysey I disagree

B: I disagree 46 4 Margie Butterworth I disagree

A: I agree 47 4 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 4 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 4 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 4 Liz Farrell I agree

B: I disagree 54 4 William (Bill) Barry I disagree

B: I disagree 55 4 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 4 Matthew Farrell I agree

A: I agree 58 3 Stephen and Angela Hull I agree

4: Brighton Reserve: 

Reduce dept of area, to 

restrict parallel parking 

only (limiting to 

approximately 5 

capervans)

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019
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Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019

B: I disagree 59 4 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 4 Roelof Koopman I disagree

A: I agree 61 2 peter worbpys I agree

A: I agree 62 4 Cherry Clements I agree

B: I disagree 63 4 Heather Rogers I disagree

A: I agree 65 4 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 4 Kylie Brill I agree

A: I agree 68 4 Linda Lichtwark I agree

A: I agree 69 4 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 70 4 Jim Cowern I agree

A: I agree 71 4 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 4 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 4 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 6 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 121 4 Arthyr Mather Keep Brighton freedom camping area - don't remove it (but support reduction).

A: I agree 125 5 Madeleine Kirk I agree

A: I agree 135 4 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 136 2 Hay, Keith Robert We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping bylaw as it affects sites at Waihi Beach

A: I agree 137 3 Katikati Waihi Beach Residents 

And Ratepayers Association

We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping as it affects sites in Katikati-Waihi Beach Ward

A: I agree 138 3 Noble, Allan Leigh I agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping Bylaw as it affects sites in Katikati - Waihi Beach 

Ward

A: I agree 140 4 Babbage, Peter Charles Restricting the depth of the parking area at Brighton reserve to restrict the number of vans there also makes 

sense to me

A: I agree 142 5 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

We understand what the council are doing and support your decision, providing that the existing parking 

spaces are large enough for larger motorhomes

B: I disagree 148 4 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

B: I disagree 149 1 Hares, Stephen George The proposed bylaw change will not significantly reduce the "hassle factor" that is Freedom Camping i.e. will 

not necessarily reduce calls to Council hotlines; Does not improve access to the playground for children nor 

generally improve access to the reserve area; Does not resolve resident concerns over negative impact of 

freedom camping

4: Brighton Reserve: 

Reduce dept of area, to 

restrict parallel parking 

only (limiting to 

approximately 5 

capervans)
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A: I agree 1 5 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I agree

A: I agree 2 5 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I agree

B: I disagree 3 5 Richards, Josephine Roberta I disagree

A: I agree 5 5 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 5 Murray Grainger I agree

A: I agree 10 5 Simon Paget I agree

A: I agree 11 5 Paul Clarke I agree

A: I agree 12 5 Wilson Orange I agree

B: I disagree 14 5 Alexis I disagree

A: I agree 15 5 Vanessa Ewart I agree

B: I disagree 16 5 Gill Brown I disagree

A: I agree 17 3 Gill Saunders I agree

A: I agree 18 5 susan Lean I agree

A: I agree 20 5 Rutledge I agree

A: I agree 21 4 Chris Pattison I agree

A: I agree 24 5 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 5 Gerbich I agree

B: I disagree 26 5 Thompson I disagree

A: I agree 27 5 Gary J Dunning I agree

A: I agree 29 1 Raewyn Adams I agree

A: I agree 30 5 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 5 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 33 5 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 5 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 5 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 5 Julian Fitter I agree

A: I agree 37 4 Georgia Guy-Williams I agree

A: I agree 38 5 William Trotman I agree

A: I agree 40 1 Jan Mayston I agree

A: I agree 41 5 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 5 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

A: I agree 43 5 Maria Horne I agree

B: I disagree 44 3 Peter Longdill I disagree

A: I agree 45 5 Bevin Voysey I agree

B: I disagree 46 5 Margie Butterworth I disagree: Keep "written" permission to tent so that there is still a formal component to seeking permission, 

otherwise it is too open for interpretation on who is allowed to give permission

A: I agree 47 5 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 5 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 5 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 5 Liz Farrell I agree

A: I agree 54 5 William (Bill) Barry I agree

A: I agree 55 5 Barnes, Ian Leslie I agree

A: I agree 57 5 Matthew Farrell I agree

A: I agree 59 5 Cameron Tauri I agree

A: I agree 60 5 Roelof Koopman I agree

5: TECT Park: Amend 

wording from obtaining 

'written' permission to 

simply 'permission' for 

tenting (enables 

signage/other methods of 

permission)

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019
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A: I agree 62 5 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 5 Heather Rogers I agree

B: I disagree 65 5 Matt O'Sullivan I disagree

A: I agree 66 5 Kylie Brill I agree

A: I agree 68 5 Linda Lichtwark I agree

A: I agree 69 5 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 71 5 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 5 Fergus Brown I agree

A: I agree 73 5 Eryn Jones I agree

A: I agree 86 7 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 135 5 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 140 5 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

A: I agree 142 6 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

I agree

B: I disagree 148 5 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

5: TECT Park: Amend 

wording from obtaining 

'written' permission to 

simply 'permission' for 

tenting (enables 

signage/other methods of 

permission)
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B: I disagree 1 6 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I disagree. Why prohibit this area as it doesn't encroach on other parking if the designated area is map 30 

[editors note: It isn't map 30]

A: I agree 2 6 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I agree

A: I agree 3 6 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 5 6 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 6 Murray Grainger I agree

A: I agree 10 6 Simon Paget I agree

B: I disagree 11 6 Paul Clarke I disagree

B: I disagree 12 6 Wilson Orange I disagree

A: I agree 14 6 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 6 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 6 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 18 6 susan Lean I agree

A: I agree 20 6 Rutledge I agree

A: I agree 24 6 Kate Sutherland I agree

B: I disagree 25 6 Gerbich I disagree

A: I agree 26 6 Thompson I agree

B: I disagree 27 6 Gary J Dunning I disagree

A: I agree 30 6 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 6 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 33 6 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 6 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 6 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 6 Julian Fitter I agree

B: I disagree 37 5 Georgia Guy-Williams I disagree

A: I agree 38 6 William Trotman I agree

B: I disagree 40 2 Jan Mayston I disagree

A: I agree 41 6 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 6 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

B: I disagree 45 6 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 6 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 6 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 6 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 6 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 6 Liz Farrell I agree

B: I disagree 54 6 William (Bill) Barry I disagree

B: I disagree 55 6 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 6 Matthew Farrell I agree

B: I disagree 59 6 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 6 Roelof Koopman I disagree

B: I disagree 61 3 peter worbpys I disagree

A: I agree 62 6 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 6 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 65 6 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 6 Kylie Brill I agree

6: Reserve at Wairoa 

Road: Prohibit overnight 

freedom camping

Summary Report for the 2019 Freedom Camping Bylaw 2019
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A: I agree 68 6 Linda Lichtwark I agree

A: I agree 69 6 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 71 6 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 6 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 6 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 8 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 135 6 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 140 6 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

B: I disagree 148 6 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

6: Reserve at Wairoa 

Road: Prohibit overnight 

freedom camping
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A: I agree 1 8 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I agree

B: I disagree 2 7 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I disagree. Limit to 3 nights limit self contained only

A: I agree 3 7 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 4 3 Hodgkinson, Robyn Lorraine I agree

A: I agree 5 7 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 7 Murray Grainger I agree

A: I agree 8 3 Marie Barker I agree

A: I agree 10 7 Simon Paget I agree

B: I disagree 11 7 Paul Clarke I disagree

B: I disagree 12 7 Wilson Orange I disagree

A: I agree 14 7 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 7 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 7 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 17 4 Gill Saunders I agree

A: I agree 18 7 susan Lean I agree

A: I agree 20 7 Rutledge I agree

B: I disagree 22 2 Donald Young I disagree

A: I agree 23 3 Denise Donald and Clive Donald I agree

A: I agree 24 7 Kate Sutherland I agree

A: I agree 25 7 Gerbich I agree

A: I agree 26 7 Thompson I agree

A: I agree 27 7 Gary J Dunning I agree

B: I disagree 28 3 Longdill I disagree

A: I agree 30 7 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 7 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 33 7 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 7 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 35 7 Paul Holmes I agree

A: I agree 36 7 Julian Fitter I agree

B: I disagree 37 6 Georgia Guy-Williams I disagree

A: I agree 38 7 William Trotman I agree

A: I agree 41 7 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 7 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

B: I disagree 44 4 Peter Longdill I disagree

B: I disagree 45 7 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 7 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 7 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 7 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 7 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 7 Liz Farrell I agree

A: I agree 54 7 William (Bill) Barry I agree

B: I disagree 55 7 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 7 Matthew Farrell I agree

A: I agree 58 4 Stephen and Angela Hull I agree

7: Fyfe Road (Waihi 

Beach) utilities reserve: 

Prohibit overnight freedom 

camping
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B: I disagree 59 7 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 7 Roelof Koopman I disagree

B: I disagree 61 4 peter worbpys I disagree

A: I agree 62 7 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 7 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 65 7 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 7 Kylie Brill I agree

B: I disagree 68 7 Linda Lichtwark I disagree

A: I agree 69 7 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 70 5 Jim Cowern I agree

A: I agree 71 7 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 7 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 7 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 9 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 125 6 Madeleine Kirk I agree

A: I agree 135 7 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 136 3 Hay, Keith Robert We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping bylaw as it affects sites at Waihi Beach

A: I agree 137 4 Katikati Waihi Beach Residents 

And Ratepayers Association

We agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping as it affects sites in Katikati-Waihi Beach Ward

A: I agree 138 4 Noble, Allan Leigh I agree with the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping Bylaw as it affects sites in Katikati - Waihi Beach 

Ward

A: I agree 140 7 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

A: I agree 142 8 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

We see no reason to keep this open.

A: I agree 145 2 Kirk, Dave I agree

B: I disagree 148 7 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

7: Fyfe Road (Waihi 

Beach) utilities reserve: 

Prohibit overnight freedom 

camping
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Topic Issue Sub Issue Sub ID Sub Point Name Summary

A: I agree 1 7 Searle, Rosemary Margaret I agree

B: I disagree 2 8 Davis, Geoffrey Christopher I disagree. Limit to 3 nights limit self contained only

A: I agree 3 8 Richards, Josephine Roberta I agree

A: I agree 5 8 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth I agree

A: I agree 7 8 Murray Grainger I agree

A: I agree 10 8 Simon Paget I agree

B: I disagree 11 8 Paul Clarke I disagree

B: I disagree 12 8 Wilson Orange I disagree

A: I agree 14 8 Alexis I agree

A: I agree 15 8 Vanessa Ewart I agree

A: I agree 16 8 Gill Brown I agree

A: I agree 18 8 susan Lean I agree

B: I disagree 20 8 Rutledge I disagree

A: I agree 24 8 Kate Sutherland I agree

B: I disagree 25 8 Gerbich I disagree

A: I agree 26 8 Thompson I agree

B: I disagree 27 8 Gary J Dunning I disagree

A: I agree 30 8 Pamela van Rij I agree

A: I agree 31 8 Susan Prater I agree

A: I agree 33 8 Kate Duncan I agree

A: I agree 34 8 Anne Duncan I agree

A: I agree 36 8 Julian Fitter I agree

A: I agree 37 7 Georgia Guy-Williams I agree

A: I agree 38 8 William Trotman I agree

B: I disagree 40 3 Jan Mayston I disagree

A: I agree 41 8 Lesley Blincoe I agree

A: I agree 42 8 Vivienne Tohiariki I agree

B: I disagree 43 6 Maria Horne I disagree

B: I disagree 45 8 Bevin Voysey I disagree

A: I agree 46 8 Margie Butterworth I agree

A: I agree 47 8 Debbie Kersten I agree

A: I agree 48 8 Stan Walton I agree

A: I agree 50 8 Stephen Fowler I agree

A: I agree 52 8 Liz Farrell I agree

A: I agree 54 8 William (Bill) Barry I agree

B: I disagree 55 8 Barnes, Ian Leslie I disagree

A: I agree 57 8 Matthew Farrell I agree

B: I disagree 59 8 Cameron Tauri I disagree

B: I disagree 60 8 Roelof Koopman I disagree

B: I disagree 61 5 peter worbpys I disagree

A: I agree 62 8 Cherry Clements I agree

A: I agree 63 8 Heather Rogers I agree

A: I agree 65 8 Matt O'Sullivan I agree

A: I agree 66 8 Kylie Brill I agree

B: I disagree 68 8 Linda Lichtwark I disagree

8: Western Avenue 

(Omokoroa) utilities 

reserve: Prohibit overnight 

freedom camping
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A: I agree 69 8 Mike Horne I agree

A: I agree 71 8 Jessica Beech I agree

A: I agree 72 8 Fergus Brown I agree

B: I disagree 73 8 Eryn Jones I disagree

A: I agree 86 10 Janet Woodger I agree

A: I agree 135 8 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

I agree: In terms of the amendments being proposed to Council's freedom camping bylaw, we are in support 

of all the proposed amendments.

A: I agree 140 8 Babbage, Peter Charles I have read the proposed bylaw and I agree with the changes that you propose

B: I disagree 148 8 Donohue, Patrick Sean I disagree

8: Western Avenue 

(Omokoroa) utilities 

reserve: Prohibit overnight 

freedom camping
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14 13 Alexis They should pay for the privilege to stay in Aotearoa.

14 15 Alexis They should pay for the privilege to stay in Aotearoa.

22 6 Donald Young I do believe that it should not be "Free". I would support a parking meter type installation at, say, $10 per 

vehicle for 24 hours.

42 14 Vivienne Tohiariki Fines for tourists need to be linked to passports.

86 2 Janet Woodger Freedom campers should pay a contribution.  Sugguest like parking ticket system.

115 2 Andy and Amanda von Biel Advocate: need to be able to charge for freedom camping.

117 2 Anja Postma Nominal charge up to $5/night per person.  Generaly support freedom camping, max 2-3 nights / 4 weeks.  

Self contained only.

125 3 Madeleine Kirk Introduce national fee for freedom campers e.g. monthly pass, or gold coin/nominal - to pay for infrastructure, 

services, monitoring and rubbish.; Advocate: for central government to share GST from tourism to help with 

Council facilities.

Would like to see all freedom campers contribute to upkeep somehow - levy, monthly fee, honesty box?

126 3 Robyn Hodgkinson Charge for freedom campers - gold coin/nominal.

144 5 Thull, Jean-Paul Henri Mathias Charge a reasonable fee per night for each campervan parked on "Freedom Campsites" to cover costs for 

water, rubbish, toilet cleaning as right now GsT is not given back partly to councils.

FC19-02: Advocacy 

to government 

(including payment 

options)

1: Advocacy to 

government (including 

payment options)
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4 4 Hodgkinson, Robyn Lorraine "Over the summer, the Freedom Campers at the Tuna Ave carpark, waihi beach, regularly stay more than the 

designated amount of time. There is often more campervans than available spaces resulting in them taking up 

regular carparks.

They have access there to water and toilet facilities and often the rubbish bin is overflowing resulting in people 

leaving rubbish behind outside of the bin"

5 10 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth Extra resources needed to manage infrastructure, refuse, toilet facilities, policing, parking, camping vehicles, 

people.

Te Puke Area:: Donovan Park = More Patrol; Kaituna-Ford Road; Commerce Lane Carpark area; Maketu

10 10 Simon Paget Please ensure enforcement of the proposed changes  are adequately funded and resourced.

14 12 Alexis No one actually monitors the huge amount of freedom campers we have here throughout the year [in Maketu] 

and now that it's kiwifruit season there will be more. They don't adhere to the bylaws so why bother having 

them. Draining our own resources and leaving rubbish everywhere. The same happens in Te Puke behind the 

public toilets. Mess and filth.

15 11 Vanessa Ewart Campers are illegally camping, has anyone ever come to Maketu to see how bad it is getting. Locals are fed 

up with the lack of control. Come on Council, do something about it.

18 11 susan Lean Have clearly stated rules regarding freedom camping. Eg Must have valid Self containment  certificate, max of 

1 night at popular areas (Waihi Beach) , parking only in designed parks,  not permitted to occupy more than 1 

parking space. If their vehicle does not fit they must relocate.  Police this rigorously with instant fines. Employ 

local people or  security companies who will enforce the rules. Not just 'educate' and allow people to get away 

with it.

18 12 susan Lean Freedom camping signs have got to be really clearly stated with no ambiguity.  ie don't say approx 5 parks. 

State Maximum of 5 parks

21 6 Chris Pattison My opinion is that any unlawful Freedom Campers should be given a spot fine. It is highly likely that any fine 

will be ignored and that these people will leave the country without paying the fine. If the campers do not pay 

the spot fine, their vehicle should be clamped until it is. Alternatively, the hirer of a vehicle to the freedom 

campers may be held accountable for the fine, but some freedom campers purchase vans and convert them 

for the duration of their stay, then sell them on to others. These will not be caught in the fine process.

23 7 Denise Donald and Clive Donald Parking:

Adding additional rule for Freedom camping vehicles so they must stay within the designated parking area, 

and not encroach on another designated parking area. To ensure freedom campers only take up one car park, 

so that everyone has fair access to the park or reserve; and

Adjust Freedom Camping parking definition and signage to "a parking area that is indicated by signs and/or 

road markings erected on a reserve in an area where Freedom Camping is permitted subject to any 

restrictions and conditions"; and

Adjust recommendation for where Freedom campers may park to read "Must be parked within the confines of 

a formed and marked Parking Space. Not parked directly outside in front of a residence, commercial or 

industrial premises on the same side of the Road."

29 3 Raewyn Adams I don't know enough about the problems at the specific areas mentioned above, but as a non-NZMCA 

motorhome owner, I see that the whole freedom camping thing has got totally out of hand. Our lack of self-

contained sticker means we cannot park in "freedom camping" spaces even though we are capable of staying 

three days without needing to leave ANY sign that we have been there, and with the addition of a source of 

washing water and somewhere to to tip grey water (eg trees) we can easily sit for three weeks. Yet silly little 

vans/cars with no onboard shower and only a porta potty that is never used, can "freedom camp". Something 

is VERY wrong. It doesn't really affect us as we believe in supporting motor camps (who are rate payers and 

should be looked after by you) and DOC camps (where we are also happy to pay our way). But we see the 

articles about the problems etc and feel that a problem has been created unnecessarily. To control the 

problems you need surveillance, both by personal monitoring and cameras. And this cost us from our rates. 

Make the campers pay!

FC19-03: 

Enforcement 

(including fines)

1: Enforcement (including 

fines)
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35 9 Paul Holmes Please ensure that existing laws are ENFORCED …. we have good rules in place, these changes help, but 

the public needs to be comforted that the rules that are on the books are being observed and enforced.

38 10 William Trotman Finally, it could be meritorious to have larger fines for those who infringe any bylaws..

42 12 Vivienne Tohiariki "Thank you Council for being proactive.  There is a lot of confusion about the name of this ByLaw with every 

Council throughout the country.  Remove the word ""FREEDOM"" from the ByLaw.  Some campers believe 

that the word FREEDOM allows them to camp anywhere.

Council must enforce the ByLaw and issue tickets where necessary.  Too often we've observed overnight 

campers being there early in the day and they just stay on.  WBOPDC also needs to check that the smaller 

vehicles (Hiace vans etc) who have Self-contained stickers, are actually self-contained.  Often the vehicles 

have a toilet on board but it can't be accessed by the occupants because it's under beds etc.  Better/BIGGER 

signage is needed on ALL carparks ie NO CAMPING AT ANY TIME, NO ALCOHOL, NO DOGS.   Where 

overnight camping is allowed, signage that clearly states the hours of overnight camping."

45 10 Bevin Voysey Allow freedom camping but enforce rules on selfcontainment and longstays

50 11 Stephen Fowler The WBDC need to look at better policing and enforcement, there is still numerous freedom campers stopping 

overnight at non designated reserves, we also need better and more visual signage defining where freedom 

camping is illegal.

51 3 Dugmore-Steele, Joan Elizabeth Freedom parking is out of order in our town.  These needs to be for the public of Te Puke and also the 

cemetery where people are running around it at nights.  We want supervision from Te Puke not Barkes corner.  

 Te Puke needs to go back to being on its own.

52 10 Liz Farrell What additional compliance/enforcement will be planned in these areas? Perhaps CCTV?

58 8 Stephen and Angela Hull Anzac bay for instance was the spot of many a cricket and soccer game in the middle of the parking area 

(good family fun) but with 20 campers occupying the space free of charge all weekend this is no longer 

possible.  Parking for day trippers is difficult with the restricted parking. There needs to be elevated monitoring 

of freedom camping and non freedom camping spots  to ensure good behavior and abidance of rules, 

campers believe they have the right to camp almost anywhere and no enforcement to worry about.

70 7 Jim Cowern Amend the WBOPDC bylaw on Freedom Camping requiring ALl campervans  coming into the WBOP area to 

have numbers on the roof enabling fixed cameras (or even drones) to monitor length of stay and gather stats.

75 2 William Kehoe Beach Road, some vehicles are overstaying many nights.

85 3 Mark Morris ANZAC Bay advantage of freedom campers being there is the passive surveillance.

87 2 John and Hannah van der Vegte Would like to see increased monitoring of the site.  Use of local people to undertaken monitoring and 

enforcement.

88 2 Aileen Pehi-Rolleston Park  Road - freedom campers overstaying.

89 2 Aroha Newdick Would like improved monitoring of freedom camping sites.

96 1 Shane Courtney More monitoring of freedom camping sites.

98 1 Cecil Thomas (Moki) More monitoring of freedom camping sites.

99 2 Siobhan Cooper Need monitoring in Te Puke freedom camping areas, especially peak kiwifruit season.

111 3 John McDonald Need enforcement [at Landscape Road and Centennial Park.]

115 4 Andy and Amanda von Biel Needs strong enforcement of freedom camping bylaw. Current enforcement doesn't actually enforecement 

bylaw

116 2 Steve and Angela Hull End (south) of Broadway Avenue and Albacore there are often freedom campers overnight - not a freedom 

camping site.

116 3 Steve and Angela Hull Campervan-ers use lots of space, often over multiple carparks - 1 per car park.

126 2 Robyn Hodgkinson Freedom camping overnight at Tuna Avenue outside designated area, often multiple nights - needs more 

monitoring.

130 2 Brian Burford Designated areas and police all areas.

132 2 Debbie van Loghem More monitoring required.

FC19-03: 

Enforcement 

(including fines)

1: Enforcement (including 

fines)
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134 2 Te Puke Community Board The board is pleased to see that Council proposes to increase the monitoring of freedom camping sites. It is 

obvious in the Commerce Lane carpark that on most nights there is well above the allocated freedom camping 

sites in use by overnight campers. We would hope that the proposed monitoring extends well beyond the 

kiwifruit harvest and that freedom camping in our carparks is more strictly controlled in the future.

140 10 Babbage, Peter Charles I appreciate that the Council has listened to its ratepayers when we have had valid complaints to make  when 

high numbers of freedom campers exclude other people who want to enjoy the same area. We should 

continue to monitor freedom campers.

142 2 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

There are concerns that there is someone impersonating a Council Enforcement Officer, at this site, telling 

people to move.

142 9 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

If the enforcement officers were trained in the requirements of the self-containment conditions, the policing of 

the freedom campers would help to reduce the health risks.

146 2 Te Awa Bird, Michaela Atarangi Monitoring at Park Rd and Surf Club (Maketu) needs to be regular. It clearly says no camping from Labour 

weekend to Easter weekend! I have seen freedom campers throughout this time. The monitoring is Slack and 

so is the response to complaints. If this can't be monitored properly and as someone from the council said to 

me at this meeting "they have limited resources and a wide area to cover" then ban freedom camping in 

Maketu all together.

At Maketu surf club - they also do not stay in these designated areas.

148 9 Donohue, Patrick Sean If they break the rules fine them heaps

150 3 Foley, Michael John Secondly, we are underwhelmed by Councils inaction to policing the above.   We constantly come across 

vans/mobile homes infringing by having stayed a couple of nights.   I can provide photos of these vehicles & 

number plates if requested by YOU.      We believe there is inadequate 'signage' -  for example the look out 

point above Anzac Bay - I have constantly walked past infringers.     WHERE is the signage prohibiting this?

FC19-03: 

Enforcement 

(including fines)
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12 11 Wilson Orange I would support our Council providing more rubbish bins to facilitate our Freedom Camping guests.

40 7 Jan Mayston Cooney Reserve needs Toilet  and rubbish bin facilities.

61 8 peter worbpys In its current form where numbers are limited I think they should be able to stay. 

I would like to see more control on small vans that , even though they have a self contained sticker, clearly are 

not self contained although I don't have a problem with this if there are toilets where they are staying.

68 11 Linda Lichtwark I am keen to only allow camping where there are toilets and rubbish collection facilities. Not totally familiar with 

all of the sites mentioned above.; provide places out of the way where camping can take place with good 

facilities that are managed well.

75 3 William Kehoe Need a higher level of service for rubbish bin emptying, particularly over holiday periods. Bins are often 

overflowing.

78 3 Sherlyl Drower Need a higher level of service for rubbish bin emptying, particularly over holiday periods. Bins are often 

overflowing.

99 3 Siobhan Cooper Freedom campers there use squash club recycle bins as rubbish bins.

More rubbish bins needed (and serviced) at Landscape Road.  Freedom camping area.

103 1 Richard Were Needs more facilities at freedom camping spots.

109 2 Lynne Hudson Rubbish bins needs servicing more regularly: Bins get full, then we have a rubbish problem.  Throughout the 

District.

110 2 Dorothy Mutton Provide adequate toilet facilities at Landscape Road and Centennial Park.

111 2 John McDonald Provide adequate toilet facilities at Landscape Road and Centennial Park.

112 2 Anna Tamani Would be good to provide basic showers, even outdoor ones.; Needs more facilities at freedom camping 

spots.

113 2 Linda Warin Need to provide safe freedom camping areas with facilities in Te Puke for season workers.; Needs more 

facilities at freedom camping spots.

115 3 Andy and Amanda von Biel Freedom camping infrastructure needs to be non-competitive against local businesses e.g. laundromats.

124 2 Roy Pool Where there is a Kiwicamp facility, allow non-self contained vehicles.

144 2 Thull, Jean-Paul Henri Mathias Prohibit any site that has no toilet facilities, as most people will avoid using the one their van, especially if it is a 

porta-potti style. It would certainly be interesting to inspect the status of these toilets at a site agreed to self-

contained vans to check in the morning whether it has been used!

FC19-04: Facilities 1: Facilities
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28 7 Longdill We do not agree with suggestions for the Kiwi Camp facility to be put near Bowentown.  There are already 

major traffic issues with speeding on Seaforth Road.  More traffic will exacerbate that.

We ask Council to consider using a small area of Wilson Park for freedom camping.  These vans completely 

take much of the waterfront parking at the moment.  There would be more space for day trippers if overnight 

parking was stopped at some of the waterfront sites.  Campervan drivers would then need to complete with 

other visitors for those prime sites.

42 11 Vivienne Tohiariki Council has agreed with the Community NOT to place the KiwiCamp Module at the Waihi Beach Community 

Centre.  Great.  WBOPDC could put the module at the Bowentown Domain Formed Carpark (Map 6), limit the 

number of Overnight vehicles to eight (8) or less, limit the overnight stays to one night in any four weeks 

period with the first overnight being the first night.

42 15 Vivienne Tohiariki Where there is a Kiwicamp site, change definition of "overnight" to 1 day in 4 weeks not consecutively.  

Purpose is to ensure turnover and availability of Kiwicamp facility.

51 2 Dugmore-Steele, Joan Elizabeth There has been talk of this Kiwicamp setup, well if you so keen on this commodity put it in an existing camp 

for those to use to add to their park, why not help them??

79 3 Susanna van der Meer Kiwicamp: Support option 1 - Seaforth Road.

81 4 Gordon Henderson Kiwicamp: Support option 1 - Seaforth Road.

121 2 Arthyr Mather Kiwicamp - disappointed about previous lack of consultation.

122 3 Maureen Prujean Kiwicamp - disappointed about previous lack of consultation.

123 3 Helen Keen Kiwicamp - disappointed about previous lack of consultation.

125 2 Madeleine Kirk Kiwicamp - disappointed about previous lack of consultation.; not at community centre;

136 4 Hay, Keith Robert we are opposed to the Kiwi Camp facility being sited anywhere at Waihi Beach. Council should not be 

subsidising other operators to set up in opposition to the current camp ground operators who pay rent and 

rates to Council.

137 5 Katikati Waihi Beach Residents 

And Ratepayers Association

we are opposed to the Kiwi Camp facility being sited at the Waihi Beach Community Centre

138 5 Noble, Allan Leigh I am opposed to the Kiwi Camp facility being sited at the Waihi Beach Community Centre

FC19-05: Kiwicamp 1: Kiwicamp
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6 3 Judie McEnallay The Pukehina Ratepayers' & Residents' Association would like Council to prohibit Freedom Camping on the 

Poutuia Reserve. Currently freedom campers are permitted to park on the grass verge directly outside a 

private residence which is very intrusive. Poutuia Reserve is very small with no toilet facilities, running water 

and no rubbish bins. There have been several incidents of over-crowding on this reserve where residents 

couldn't use the existing beach access. Poutuia Reserve is the first park visitors to Pukehina Beach encounter 

and often it is so congested that not only is it impossible to park but very difficult to turn around to exit the 

Reserve.

8 5 Marie Barker I disagree with enabling freedom camping in the Brighton Road reserve anytime between the end of Labour 

weekend (4th Monday in October) and Easter Monday.   Their access restricts the volume of access by other 

vehicles and causes potential safety issues.  Freedom campers effectively displace family visitors and prevent 

them from having easy and safe access to the playground and to the beach within close proximity to swim 

between the flags.  E.g. 1 camper van, which I would generally see being occupied by 2 adults only, displaces 

2-3 cars which I would generally see being occupied by a family with children.  As a long time resident I see 

parents and children having to navigate through parked vans and their various tables, chairs and 

miscellaneous equipment that often sits outside camper vans,  directly in the path of safe playground access.    

 I would also like to point out the poor and ambiguous wording above - a restriction must be clear and 

precisely defined.  "Approximately 5" would leave the door wide open for a multitude of interpretations.

9 4 ELIZABETH FOSTER For the Pukehina surf club site, there should be no overnight at all.  This enables the car park and area to be 

used by local ratepayers all year round, it restricts abuse of the dotrill point area for birds and dunes, which 

most visitors know little about, keeps the area clean, without rubbish and reduces it from being a laundry.  At a 

minimum it should not be available during the summer months  as per:  "Maketu Surf Lifesaving Club and Car 

Park Reserve*.  Freedom camping is prohibited from the conclusion of Labour weekend through to the 

conclusion of the following Easter weekend. " Moving to the Estuary side is the very minimum

9 6 ELIZABETH FOSTER "No Freedom Campers should be able to camp within a 10 ks of a commercial/Govt or Council camping 

ground.  On that basis, Poutuia Park at Pukehina should be excluded.  You can throw a stone at the local 

campground from there.

The reason that this became a NZ law & provision was for the world cup as the NZ Govt knew there was 

insufficient beds to cope with the number of tourists.  Now is the time to trim back the abuse of this bylaw.  

Most if not all of the people in mini vans do not comply with the self contained vehicle requirements.  They are 

travelling NZ on the very cheap and using this bylaw to exploit and pollute our communities.  They use the 

toilets as dumping grounds, use the hand basins for showers, string laundry along the fences and have no 

respect generally for the communities they visit.  The money spent in the area is usually minimal, mostly 

supermarket shopping and petrol to the next free destination.  On reviewing the maps for the Western Bay 

there are copious amounts of options available.  PLEASE reduce the numbers and become more stringent 

with policing compliance.  Don't be afraid to have people moved on.  This openness would not happen in most 

parts of the world with such laxity.  We have a responsibility to the environment and the future of our pristine 

areas.  As a local ratepayer I feel very unwelcome at the Pukehina Surf club car park area at times, as though 

I am intruding!!  I don't consider that currently council is adhering to its own bylaw requirements of : ""(a) 

protect the area; and (b) protect the health and safety of people who may visit the area; and (c) protect access 

to the area.""  Changes are urgently required"

13 3 Stacey Walden Why is there nothing about Pahoia Reserve, I have had to call the police several times in the last few years 

because of drunk and violent locals staying the night

14 11 Alexis Yes. Maketu should most definitely be on this list. I'm surprised it isn't.

15 10 Vanessa Ewart I would like to see overnight camping in Park Rd Maketu & Surf Club rd prohibited. Our community does not 

want them at all. Council introduces policy and dont monitor.

19 4 Trish Pascoe I would like to see more areas at Waihi Beach banned for freedom camping in particular Island View reserve. 

There are fat too many vans there and no one seems to police how long they stay

22 5 Donald Young Basically, I think that the present restrictions for Anzac Bay are working well. If I thought any changes 

desirable I would restrict camping to one or two nights only in any three week period.
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23 6 Denise Donald and Clive Donald Prohibit Freedom Camping at Poutuia Park, because:

? Lack of privacy for residents of 348 Pukehina Beach Road

? Intrusive visual, noise, sanitation/toileting and environmental impact - lack of amenities

(There are no toilet facilities, running water or WBOP DC rubbish bins located at Poutuia reserve)

? Damage to the fence line adjacent to sand dunes has occurred (Works order WBOP DC repaired) - most 

likely to access sand dune behind trees and residential fence for sanitation reasons

? It is common to have smaller vans / car type campers using the reserve during Kiwi Fruit picking season and 

summer season. It is common to see green urine circles much the same as you would see in a farm paddock 

after camper vehicles have vacated the site.

? Currently, any number and / or size of camping vehicle, park in this area. Sometimes the entire fence line is 

occupied including, large camp trucks, buses, camping cars, small vans and ordinary sized campers.

? The reserve is small and due to popularity, along with district growth it has a high occupancy rate. Day 

visitors, kayak fishers with trailers and the reserve is the designated entry / exit point for horse riders at times 

with horse floats. All are competing for parking space.

? The Pukehina Camp ground is within 170 m of Poutuia Park

? Historically a letter was written from the 2016 PBRA committee chair addressing concerns about freedom 

camping at this Park

23 8 Denise Donald and Clive Donald Balancing the reduction of Freedom Camper parking sites at Pukehina by incentivizing users at Mid-Way Park 

Recreational Reserve (Tennis Court Park) designated Freedom Camping area to allow a 4 night stay instead 

of the current 3 night stay

23 9 Denise Donald and Clive Donald Balancing the reduction of Freedom Camper parking sites at Pukehina [by allowing] the Roger Road Reserve 

which is not currently an official designated Freedom Camping area. The reserve is frequently used by 

campers and has a toilet facility

36 10 Julian Fitter I visit the Surf Club car park on a regular basis and there are times in the summer when it is almost filled with 

large camper vans and it changes the nature of the place, from a very enjoyable open beachside carpark to an 

overcrowded campsite. I believe camper vans should not be allowed on the beach-side of the car park at any 

time, and that towing vehicles should not be permitted to leave their caravan or fifth-wheeler parked in a  bay 

during the day.  We would prefer no freedom camping at this site.

42 13 Vivienne Tohiariki Brighton Reserve - change wording to "Limit to ONLY 5 campervans".

44 7 Peter Longdill "Tuna Ave, Waihi Beach. - Prohibit overnight freedom camping (there are other locations available which are 

not right on the beachfront).

Prohibit overnight freedom camping from all beachfront locations at Waihi Beach.  The parking spaces should 

be available for day visitors.  Day visitors to the beachfront should not be subjected to people drying their 

laundry etc in the car park."

44 8 Peter Longdill "Council should consider more before allocating sites for overnight freedom camping at highly used (by day 

visitors) locations.

There are plenty of locations in the district for overnight freedom camping which are not beachfront locations.  

Freedom camping should be assigned to NON-beachfront locations only."

46 12 Margie Butterworth Prefer that freedom camping is prohibited at Brighton Rd Reserve, Waihi Beach as we have witnessed 

undesirable behaviour from these campers and don't want them destroying our beautiful beach reserve

58 7 Stephen and Angela Hull Freedom camping should be prohibited within a 1.5km radius of any camping ground.

62 10 Cherry Clements I would also like changes to be applied to freedom camping at Tuapiro Reserve. The number should be 

reduced to approximately 6 - 8 vans/vehicles per night and these should be restricted to the right hand side of 

the ablution block (when looking towards the water). Freedom Campers should be banned from camping 

within a  2/3km radius of a recognised, privately owned camp site such as Top 10 and Beachaven Top 10 at 

Waihi Beach.
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63 11 Heather Rogers Prohibit overnight freedom camping at Brighton Reserve entirely, to protect public health and safety, protecting 

public areas, access, pedestrian safety children in particular. The car park is far too busy, with the children's 

playground, basketball court, and public ablutions there. Surf competitions are run from this area. Thank you; 

Brighton Reserve is not the place for freedom camping at all. This is one of the main beach access car parks 

at the beach for young and old and having double decker bus like campers right next to the children's play 

area is ludicrous. I have seen many near misses with parents and children, as the visibility is zilch at times. It 

is so unsafe. There is no control over freedom campers, despite the signage ( poor at that). The restrictions 

Dec to Feb have done nothing. There are campers not self contained. I have counted up to 15 vans. Why 

should these campers have a premium beach front spot, often longer than 3 days on our rate payer money. 

That money is also paying for security monitoring over the prohibited periods, which would not be necessary, 

were it completely banned. 

So what you are proposing now is to reduce the depth of the car parking?  This will do nothing. The parking for 

campers is so in the wrong place anyway. Access in and out of the car park is a mission. With kiwi camping 

coming in, that is where these camper vans should be going. If it is good enough to ban them from the surf 

club end, & other areas, it must follow to completely ban them from Brighton reserve. This is your chance 

council. Please do the right thing now and prohibit Brighton Reserve from freedom camping, with huge 

signage.  Please don't continue on half pie. It does not work. Thank you

67 4 Jan Fitzldgeral This household thinks that there should be no freedom camping at all at Pukehina Beach for the following 

reasons;

The current allocated areas available does not enable the local ratepayers to enjoy their own  space.

We have a local campground that is suffering because freedom campers are not prepared to support this 

local business and pay money!!! Sure campers may spend money on petrol and groceries but non of these in 

Pukehina. It is a joke that they are allowed to park at Poutuia Park - there is no toilet, rubbish bins etc and is 

so close to the campground. So where do the small toyota vans use the toilets? Our dunes!

As for the surf club end - we are forever ringing and complaining about the abuse that goes on up there ie too 

many vehicles in allocated space, impact on our dunes  - we witness this on a regular basis - walking on 

plants, setting their deck chairs up on plants, letting their dogs run free to scare our dotterals and oyster 

catchers, rubbish bins overflowing, waste being deposited in toilets or drain hole by shower, and last but not 

least their laundry scattered over fences etc - Not a good look!

I question that some of these vehicles are capable of being self contained and capable of spending 3 nights 

sleeping on their portable toilets is actually a  health issue. I think this whole area needs to be addressed as 

we are sick of paying our rates while they have to the right to FREE camp at our expense.

74 2 Cherry Clements Tuapiro point - make parking at southern 3rd wider. Reduce freedom camping designation, only allow 

Southern 3rd and reduce number of nights to 2.

74 3 Cherry Clements Protect campground owners from loss of revenue e.g. no freedom camping within certain distance of a 

campground.

78 2 Sherlyl Drower ANZAC Bay freedom camping timeframe for no camping extend to ANZAC Day.

79 4 Susanna van der Meer Tuna Avenue  freedom camping - area should be removed entirely - to allow more car parking for locals and 

so that campgrounds don't lose revenue.

80 2 Amand Besley Tuapiro Point - reduce freedom camping designation, only allow Southern 3rd and reduce number of nights to 

2.

80 3 Amand Besley Remove - freedom camping area at Haiku Park to allow locals to use the carpark.

80 4 Amand Besley Tuapiro Point - ban over Christmas/Summer like ANZAC Bay.

82 3 Mark Higson Remove - freedom camping area at Haiku Park to allow locals to use the carpark.

82 4 Mark Higson [Tuapiro Point]: Halve the area for freedom camping to allow locals to park there (remove northern half - 

including half the corner)

83 2 Brian Comrie Tuna Avenue freedom camping - area should be removed entirely - to allow more car parking for locals and so 

that campgrounds don't lose revenue.
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83 3 Brian Comrie ANZAC Bay freedom camping timeframe for no camping extend to ANZAC Day.

84 2 Anne Clarke Tuapiro Point - remove northern 3rd so locals can park there.

85 2 Mark Morris ANZAC Bay working well as is, but timeframe for no camping should be extended - possibly as far as Easter. 

To allow room for school camps.

96 2 Shane Courtney Would like to see freedom camping prohibited in Maketu. Ban all freedom camping from Maketu.  We have 3 

camping grounds in area.

97 1 Wirinia Mason Total ban on freedom camping in Maketu.; Should be banned from parking locally.  Go to camping sites and 

pay.  We would have to with our caravan.  We pay enough high rates for water and toilet facilities.  Ban them 

from Maketu.

98 2 Cecil Thomas (Moki) Total ban on freedom camping in Maketu. Would like to see freedom camping prohibited in Maketu

103 3 Richard Were Need more freedom camping areas.; Suggest new large freedom camping area at Donovan Reserve, with 

something like KiwiCamp facility.

104 1 Dianne and Jim Ward Tuapiro Point - Northern 3rd parks need to be deeper to allow for longer vehicles.

109 3 Lynne Hudson Dotterel Point: Reduce area, but move to South end of existing freedom camping area.  Leave as grassed 

area and add 3 rubbish bins, and allow tenting.

119 2 Don Young Anzac Bay working well.  Reduce to 1 or 2 nights per 4 weeks.

120 2 Phil Bowyer Prohibit freedom camping in all 50km zones - as per other Council's in NZ.

127 2 Linda  Anderson Do not agree with freedom camping at Omokoroa Domain - should be for cars and boats.

129 2 Ann McWilliam and Robin Western Avenue reserve - restrict area/numbers for freedom campers

130 3 Brian Burford Do not place freedom camping areas near commercial campgrounds.

140 9 Babbage, Peter Charles I would like to see that each of our many wonderful freedom camping spots has the same limit on the number 

of campers permitted. I would suggest that a maximum of six per site would be a sensible number. If this 

simple rule was used I think that the Council would not in future have complaints from local residents to deal 

with.

 I would like to draw the Councils attention again to the situation still remaining at Tuapiro. Here the Council 

has built an excellent facility for ratepayers, holidaymakers and freedom campers to use. Of the more than 50 

designated parking spots available only 6 are designated for motorists! Surely the council has got this the 

wrong way around.  Six parking spots for freedom campers and the remainder for the many local ratepayers 

who use this area would seem to be much more sensible! Perhaps someone  from the Council will be able to 

justify this situation but I find it very hard to understand.

142 10 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

To reiterate, the average size of a motor home is between 7 & 9 mtrs. The average width of motor homes is 

2.3 mtrs. Allowing for a safe distance between vehicles, the parking spaces should, where possible, be no 

smaller than 4.5mtrs. This is for fire safety reasons. We have voiced concerns about this fact with the 

Tauranga City Council recently.

142 7 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

As there is no plan in place at the moment for [Wairoa Rd Reserve], could the council make a clause that the 

park stays on a temporary bases until a decision has been made and then the park close  down.

143 2 New Zealand Motor Caravan 

Association Inc

Alternatively, we suggest further restricting the number of motorhomes permitted to freedom camp on site to 

six (6) and demarcate individual parking sites to support Council enforcement. The NZMCA uses white 

painted half-round posts spaced 6m apart to demarcate individual parking sites for motorhomes at some of its 

NZMCA Parks. The same approach would work well at Anzac Bay

144 3 Thull, Jean-Paul Henri Mathias Increase the number of professionally fitted campervans/converted buses and member of the Association to 5 

versus 3 in locations like Pahoia Domain but limit it as a maximum of 2 for non commercial campervans as to 

avoid gipsy camps… as they can get noisy.

144 4 Thull, Jean-Paul Henri Mathias Consider setting up opportunities for campervans as it will boost hospitality industry (bars, restaurants, beer 

gardens); 

Consider setting up over summer municipal / type DOC campgrounds to host international tourists, domestic 

visitors with pets (controlled) and of course catering for seasonal workers in horticulture industry. It would of 

course become competition to existing camp grounds but keeping their pricing honest too.
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146 1 Te Awa Bird, Michaela Atarangi Prohibit Freedom Camping at Park Road and Surf Club (Maketu)

149 2 Hares, Stephen George The duration that freedom camping is prohibited at Brighton Reserve should be extended to between 

Easter/ANZAC Day and Labour weekend only in order to provide better/safer access for playground users, 

with flow on benefits to local businesses, Council, residents, and all Brighton Reserve users.

During non-winter months, this would result in: Reduction in complaints, improved enjoyment of recreational 

environment, no 'visual barrier' or physical impingement on access the playground or courts, and more 

available parking

149 3 Hares, Stephen George Alternatively, Prohibit Freedom Camping from Brighton Reserve to provide premanent improvements in 

access and safety to playground users with flow on benefits to local businesses, Council residents, and all 

Brighton Reserve users.

This would result in: Reduction in complaints, improved enjoyment of recreational environment, no 'visual 

barrier' or physical impingement on access the playground or courts, and more available parking

150 2 Foley, Michael John Let them part up in a dedicated park off our scenic beach as is already provided for them beside the Waihi 

Aerodrome.      OR, make in mandatory they stay at a registered camping ground.
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105 1 Ron Thorpe Wilson Road - a lot of seasonal workers freedom camping along parts of the road.  Definitely not self-

contained vehicles.

9 5 ELIZABETH FOSTER All freedom campers should be able to prove by spot checks that they meet the requirements of "Self 

contained vehicle means a vehicle designated and built for the purpose of camping which has the capability of 

meeting the ablutionary and sanitary needs of occupants of that vehicle for a minimum of three days without 

requiring any external services or discharging any waste and complies with New Zealand Standards 

5465:2001."  Most mini vans do not comply with this bylaw, or at the very least do not use their portable toilets 

as they are tucked away .  They wouldn't be able to sleep in a van with three days worth of human effluent that 

was not in a plumbed holding tank.  The Pukehina & any other toilets in the Western Bay are not meant to be 

used as the dumping facility for this type of waste, there a specific waste stations for this provided, which only 

motor homes would have the capacity to do.

11 11 Paul Clarke "All Freedom Camping sites need to be restricted to Campervans with holding tanks plumbed in to the vehicle. 

The minivan type of camper should be forced to use camping grounds with proper facilities."

41 10 Lesley Blincoe Good Morning.  As you can see I am totally against Freedom camping in New Zealand, as I don't believe it is 

policed properly.  I have no problem with fully contained camper vans, but I live at Omokoroa Beach & as I 

walk most days I am constantly seeing rough, small campers who are obviously not self contained parked in 

the Domain & at present a bus is parked in the boat park.  I am also seeing these people, usually foreigners 

who are not speaking English, doing their washing in the hand basins in the toilets, hanging it on trees.  I don't 

believe these sort of campers contribute anything to the New Zealand economy as it's obvious they are 

travelling on a low budget.  Anyone in a decent camper van can surely afford a nominal fee to park in properly 

run camp grounds.  Kind Regards, Lesley Blincoe

50 12 Stephen Fowler The other issue that requires review, this is a national problem, is the use and abuse of the "self contained" 

sticker, it is evident these vans are not "self contained"  these vehicles are non-compliant and should be 

prohibited from freedom camping areas.

56 1 Warren Murray As I am a member of an association of camping I would like to see how these so called Self Contained 

Vehicles get their stickers from and how much they pay for them as it's quite disappointing to what we have to 

do to Aquire one and we're being judged by these clowns hence we are losing our rights wherever we can 

stay. Not that I am going to achieve anything from this but at at least I have got off my chest.  Happy Fining for 

the illegal campers      Cheers

60 11 Roelof Koopman Investigate in conjunction with Local Govt NZ and NZMCA the setting up of a national register of SC 

VEHICLES and make this available to All enforcement officers.

60 12 Roelof Koopman Control freedom camping must include checking that the vehicle in question displays a valid window card 

(certified self containment warrant card) rather than the blue sticker which can be purchased on the Web. The 

trouble makers are low budget tourists, so bona fide NZ campers should not be penalised.

61 9 peter worbpys I would like to see a toilet defined as an enclosed space with its own entrance door, within a van, thus 

eliminating those small vans that are throwing a portapotti onboard and gaining self containment, clearly with 

no intention of it ever being used.

81 2 Gordon Henderson Need to boulster requirement for self-contained vehicles.

122 2 Maureen Prujean Only self-contained vehicles for freedom camping in Waihi Beach.

123 2 Helen Keen Only self-contained vehicles for freedom camping in Waihi Beach.

131 2 Jude MacIntyre Self containment certificates need reviewing.

141 1 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

NZS:5465 provides no education on the principles and/or expectations of responsible freedom camping. It is 

unjustly discriminatory in that it attempts to separate responsible campers from irresponsible campers by the 

"mode" of camping. The mode of camping does "nothing" to achieve separation between responsible and 

irresponsible campers. It has long been acknowledged there are many un-certifed self contained campers that 

are responsible, as there are certified self contained campers who are irresponsible
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141 2 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

The stickers and certificates provided by the Standard are often copied and distributed between unscrupulous 

freedom campers. The stickers, etc are not subject to any sort of copyright.

141 3 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

Additionally under the NZ-Standard; 5465 (clause 12) any organization can set themselves up as an issuing 

authority under the standard. Under Clause 13, any issuing authority can nominate a person as a "Testing 

Officer". This effectively means anyone can set themselves up and become both an issuing authority and a 

Testing Officer

141 4 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

Our program seeks that all freedom campers are self contained but only as determined by the campers 

themselves giving consideration to their mode of camping, length of camping and personal requirements.

In this way the use of our accreditation as a restriction under the Freedom Camping Act can be demonstrably 

justified in a democratic society. (The same cannot be said about using the mode of camping as a restriction).

141 5 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

RCAi recommends Council uses our program as a means of limiting the ability to freedom camp to 

responsible campers only. This is demonstrated by the Accreditation card being issued.

Our program can be used as a stand alone method of restriction or alongside NZS;5465 though we warn that 

reliance on that standard may not be 'best practise" given the issues raised herein.

141 6 Responsible Campers 

Association Inc

If used in addition to Certified Self Containment, RCAi recommends that Accredited Campers camping for only 

a night or 2 not be expected to meet the requirements of NZS;5465. In this way locals and others are not 

unfairly/ unjustifiably discriminated against.

142 11 Central Bay Of Plenty Area Of 

The New Zealand Motor 

Caravan Association (Nzmca)

Members have 6 months to prove that a member's vehicle is up to the NZMCA standards in terms of self 

containment. NZMCA is working with central government on standards for self containment. Freedom 

campers should be expected to produce a self-containment certificate.

144 1 Thull, Jean-Paul Henri Mathias They may be self-contained but irrespectively it would mean cleaning the toilet (porta-potti) next day or so and 

that is no fun either…. And when travelling as a couple the toilet is hidden under the mattress… really 

speaking, nothing against a porta-potti for emergencies but there should be space on the floor for the portable 

toilet to be used at nighttime with pulled out bed! They make a fuss when your grey water container is only 20l 

versus 24l but certifier does not care about the toilet too much…..wrong in my eyes!
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11 12 Paul Clarke We need to allow for NZ residents and overseas visitors to enjoy our beautiful country. I currently observe a 

Freedom Camping site from my home and I have found all Freedom Campers in proper mobile campers (with 

proper waste holding tanks) to be tidy and respectful.

12 12 Wilson Orange I am a rate payer and  I like to see freedom campers encouraged, with the proviso, that such are self-

contained. They are a visual and financial asset to our bit of paradise, nor do they take away income from our 

camping grounds, as in season our camping grounds tend to be crowded anyway. I am happy with the present 

arrangement with Anzac Bay freedom camping bylaw, which allows the grassy area available for summer 

beach goers yo use and enjoy.

40 6 Jan Mayston We need More freedom Camping areas not less.  Western Ave has plenty of room and good facilities.

43 10 Maria Horne We support these areas because then they don't sleep on the side of the road becoming a hazard to passing 

traffic, they don't dump their rubbish on the road side and they don't go to the toilet in the bush.  The good side 

of freedom campers is most just want to see the NZ sites, they spend money buying food and at gas stations.  

Its about signage and educating them as to what is acceptable behaviour.

43 9 Maria Horne We also support freedom camping car parks being kept in areas where you would not otherwise be able to get 

a camping site.  As long as there are controlled areas where they can park, use the toilets and have rubbish 

bins available.

49 2 Brian Lamb I have used many freedom  camping sites on highway's Australia. They normally have  toilets. Just put up 

some simple toilets for the sites. As a kiwi I would like to see more area's to park up

53 2 Beth Bowden "Freedom camping", as such, is not referred to in the Te Puna Community Development Plan. Welcoming 

people who respectfully enjoy our culture and community is, however, a well-established Te Puna tradition. 

This is balanced by our kaitiakitanga, an equally strong Te Puna tradition, expressed on pages 32 and 33 of 

the Te Puna CDP. Te Puke Heartlands would therefore endorse and approach to tourism that not only 

conserves the values that make Te Puna what it is but also involves continuing care for our environment and 

community amenities. Council efforts to support the community in coping with itinerant visitors should be 

based on this balance and will require consistent engagement with locals.

55 9 Barnes, Ian Leslie We are a responsible group of motorhomes. We have camped at ANZAC Bay it was very restrictive and 

disappointing that WBOPDC have reduced the areas we can freedom camp. Most Councils are trying to help 

us when we travel around New Zealand, WBOPDC and Tauranga are not really helping BOP as I see it. They 

are reducing the parking spaces so that we are jammed in small areas. This is a fire risk! Our NZMCA 

regulations are 3 metres between vans. 

Get with it WBOPDC. Embrace freedom camping like Kawerau, Rotorua, New Plymouth, Te Kuiti. 54 Towns 

enjoy motor homers.

59 10 Cameron Tauri I have lived In Australia and Canada,  New Zealand is has the worst freedom camping laws in regards to how 

restrictive they are. Alot of kiwis love to do little weekend trips without having to fork $150-200 a night for a 

bed, we love being outdoors in beautiful areas and the majority of us are tidy and square away all rubbish we 

use and we buy locally from each region we stop in for the day/night bolstering money for whatever region we 

are in. If you limit freedom camping then expect to have less tourism flowing through those specific areas 

because that's the only reason a lot of tourists go to certain areas.

73 11 Eryn Jones As I stated above it would be a grave mistake taking these camping spots away. We should be encouraging 

budget travelers to travel our country not alienate them. 

Please take all of this in to consideration as you are not just affecting foreign travelers but local travelers too.
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73 12 Eryn Jones We should be keeping our freedom camping areas or even making more. We should also allow longer periods 

to stay over night, I am from New Zealand and have traveled many many country's, freedom campers bring 

revenue to this country many will work and pay tax here, and spend money in local and corporate businesses 

especially in the tourism sector.

By taking more freedom camps away this deters more and more travelers coming to NZ, I travel NZ full time 

and I see first hand that it is getting harder and harder for travelers to enjoy and experience NZ fully.

If locals are making complaints of freedom campers taking there views away yet we are still allowed to park all 

day in the same spots but not over night, this doesn't make any sense. And from my experience traveling NZ 

full time I can assure you it's not majority of freedom campers that litter or make a mess of these sites in 

actual fact it is locals and this could be because of rubbish disposal cost these days

Decreasing freedom camping will be a terrible mistake for this area and all around New Zealand it will make 

matters worse and you will find that more travelers on a budget will become more inventive in the way they 

camp and not end up doing the right thing within freedom camping rules.

102 1 Diane Joblin Generally supports changes.

103 2 Richard Were Freedom camping should be encouraged.

108 2 Michelle and Fred Bailey Happy for freedom campers to be there, as long as they clean up after themselves.
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4 5 Hodgkinson, Robyn Lorraine There is no such thing as a free lunch and freedom campers should pay: Token fee, join motorhome 

association and stay in their park. The ratepayer is paying for these people to holiday for free. I've never had a 

free holiday - have you?

5 11 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth Assigned freedom camping in this car park monitored/security cameras affecting the health, safety and 

amount of rubbish which places costs on the local community/taxpayer/ratepayer.

14 14 Alexis There should be no freedom camping anywhere. They should pay. You're taking away the income of camping 

sites, holiday parks etc as well.

14 16 Alexis There should be no freedom camping anywhere. They should pay. You're taking away the income of camping 

sites, holiday parks etc as well.

16 10 Gill Brown Do not support freedom camping at all. We pay huge rates for minimal services and we should not have to 

support freedom campers.

User pays only including camping.

33 10 Kate Duncan Prohibit all freedom camping.  As a local resident we have had lots of problems with freedom campers, they 

do not stick to the rules.  We have experienced issues with noise, drunk and obnoxious behaviour, and 

rubbish left behind.  The amount of freedom campers has escalated in the last 5 years and so have the 

problems.  The cost is a burden to rate payers.

34 11 Anne Duncan Ban freedom camping

34 12 Anne Duncan I live on the corner of Broadway and Tuna Ave, Waihi beach, and the freedom campers parked across the 

road have become a nuisance.  They stay for more than the allowed 3 nights, they take up multiple car parks 

to put their awnings up, they drink alcohol although there is an alcohol ban, they occupy car parks which are 

not designated for freedom camping, they leave their rubbish behind and cause problems with noise. 

Why should rate payers be paying for this?

39 3 Marlene Eilers It won't matter whether you move them or not or reduce the number of parks they can use, they will still take 

up 2 carparks each so they can set up their awning or table & chairs. As a local it is really annoying when, as a 

rate payer I can't even park my car at the surf club to go for a walk.

46 11 Margie Butterworth Freedom campers provide very little benefit to the area and more often generate a cost for ratepayers through 

the damage that they can cause, increased levels of waste, lack of environmental concern and minimal 

spending with local businesses.  Overall we have a strong preference to ban all freedom campers from these 

areas.

47 10 Debbie Kersten We pay extremely high rates in this area - no household rubbish etc is aloud in the area for rate payers but the 

freedom campers (FREE) - no charge at all are permitted to dump all there campervan rubbish in the council 

bins ????

50 10 Stephen Fowler There is still a burden on rate payers for this service with rubbish removal, toilet cleaning and dump stations 

provided at no cost.

51 1 Dugmore-Steele, Joan Elizabeth Freedom Camping is out ot hand. The travellers who come here for holiday and work are told come to NZ, buy 

a car or van, you can sleep where ever you like and in what you like, you do not have to pay, only buy food etc!

Now you the councils have allowed this to happen in this country.

A lot of people have had a job getting resource consents to set up camping grounds or motor home parks in 

this country. The Councils have charged heavily for resource consents, water charges, and tested sewerage 

schemes with very big charges all around and then you let people freedom camp everywhere.

Polluting out country with rubbish like I've never seen before.

Te Puke has become absolutely filthy at the back of our town, in fact everywhere. The mess is horrendous. 

We are overcrowded during kiwifruit season, and with single lane and all the people it is a nightmare.

The Council needs to donate land and put in another camping ground where everyone has to go and pay their 

way, otherwise this country is only going to get worse. Please take note.
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58 9 Stephen and Angela Hull Freedom camper is now being seen by many as a matter of right to occupy public parking spaces all weekend 

with observation of fellow campers claiming a park for mates and not allowing public to park in that space. 

Freedom campers by the share nature of their cheapskate attitude and contrary to other opinions seldom 

contribute little if anything to the communities they camp in. As a rate payer I do not support subsidising  

amenities for others to use free of charge. Freedom camping means just that, not supported camping.

87 3 John and Hannah van der Vegte Don't put away their camping gear during the day.  Would like to see freedom camping prohibited.  Too much 

urinating in public places.  Toilets aren't too far away.  Particularly near steps.

90 2 Rachel Dargaville Disagree with freedom camping.  Don't want it!

91 2 Charlie Peni Disagree with freedom camping.  Don't want it!

92 2 Maureen Waterhouse Disagree with freedom camping.  Don't want it!

93 2 Clester Eru Disagree with freedom camping.  Don't want it!

94 2 Danny Gibson Freedom campers leave a lot of rubbish behind.  Often in bins but bins not emptied frequesntly enough.  Also 

too much human waste left around.

95 2 Ronnie Tapsell-Walters Freedom campers leave a lot of rubbish behind.  Often in bins but bins not emptied frequesntly enough.  Also 

too much human waste left around.

98 3 Cecil Thomas (Moki) Disagree with freedom camping.  Don't want it!

133 2 Tony and Trish Burgess Ban all freedom camping.

134 1 Te Puke Community Board This has long been a concern of the Te Puke Community Board particularly in the Commerce Lane carpark. 

We quite well understand "that parking a vehicle in a (Council) carpark during the day is a legitimate and legal 

activity" but we do not accept that overnight some of our municipal carparks are turned into a camping ground. 

Not only does this result in littering and disturbance for legitimate overnighters but also means that early 

morning car parkers can be denied a carpark.

150 1 Foley, Michael John Firstly, we are overwhelmed by the numbers of mobile homes coming to Waihi Beach.     We pay huge rates 

to live in our lovely part of NZ and see these mobile homes setting up home at some of the best iconic parts of 

our beach - namely Anzac Bay.   We put forward the Council completely bans them from this beautiful bay.   

These large vehicles just do not fit 'visually' amongst such beauty.

In fact anywhere - they just do not fit.
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5 9 Woisin, Freda Elizabeth Believe the Freedom Camping issue (as submitted in 2018) is a nationwide problem - central govt, regional 

councils and local councils / governance. Therefore needs a consistent / uniform set of bylaws that are 

enforceable throughout Aotearoa. So everyone, migrants tourists, visitors, seasonal workers, the 'homeless', 

understand the rules and not left to the local ratepayer/taxpayer to take on the extra burden, as the 

unintentional consequence of Central Govt tourism, immigration, work visa policies.

17 6 Gill Saunders Council must liaise with the residents on proposed plans within the community. They must be responsible for 

the supervision/inspection and enforcement of any bylaws they create.

27 10 Gary J Dunning "Locals cannot use Anzac Bay as there is never any parking as it is taken up by so many Campervans every 

day. The public toilets and shower is continually used by them and always left in a filthy condition.

 I would like to see a designated parking area for Campervans, limiting it to 5 only per day."

28 6 Longdill This site is out of the way with campervans and vans not taking up precious beach front parking.

72 10 Fergus Brown We fully support the proposed changes to the Freedom Camping Bylaw.

79 2 Susanna van der Meer Island View reserve - need bollards to prevent campers from parking over the footpath/cycleway.

81 3 Gordon Henderson Lease more NZMCA sites

82 2 Mark Higson Tuapiro Point - map shouldn't show a campervan parking in an area they can't park in (no parking zone) - 

amend aerial.

99 1 Siobhan Cooper Need signage to point at location of Toilets at Landscape Road freedom camping area.

100 1 Geoff Brann Kiwifruit industry needs to contribute to seasonal worker accommodation.

104 2 Dianne and Jim Ward Allow for 7m long vehicles -  Applies to all freedom areas District-wide.  Move any bollards back to allow for 

longer overhand - otherwise long vehicles protrude into road.

105 2 Ron Thorpe Taps are being left on at Eastern Districts (Paengaroa Domain).

115 6 Andy and Amanda von Biel Note: some companies provide refund if motorhome toilet isn't used.

118 2 Graeme Olsen Reduce campground compliance costs if they reduce their charges.

128 2 Tim Laing Closer relationships with rental companies / education.

134 3 Te Puke Community Board Questions net loss of Freedom Camping spaces when ANZAC Bay is removed. What happens with increase 

in number of freedom  campers with less spaces?

135 9 Tangata Whenua Members Of 

The Partnership Forum

Although a separate issue to freedom camping we are of the view that Council needs to look at potential 

solutions for the lack of sleeping spaces for the homelessness and seasonal workers. Perhaps Council could 

provide some land to support these people, however we acknowledge this would need to be dealt with in its 

own right. We see homelessness as a fundamental issue, and urge Council to look for solutions alongside 

other businesses, organisations and agencies.

FC19-10: Other 1: Other
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